
Campus to Corporate 

Program Snapshot

The transition to a Corporate environment is a big adjustment for many graduates and 
aspiring employees from relatively smaller firms. The environment, expectations and 
responsibilities in the workplace are much different in Corporates. There are unspoken 
codes of conduct and social norms that many graduates/employees are completely 
unaware of and adjusting to such a professional environment can be extremely challenging 
and traumatic to some. Working with a multinational/corporate is different due their global 
standards, and adherence to best practices. Recent graduates and aspirants need to be 
prepared for these changes and ready to adapt to thrive in the all new professional world.  

You don’t want to be at the same place where you are currently for rest of your life, do you? 
No one wants that. We know YOU DON’T. You are looking at the future and want to stay 
ahead, right? So, needless to say, there is merit in learning what prepares you for future..  

Our program on Campus to Corporate (C2C) aims at making the transition easy for you to 
align with the new, wide professional world in Corporates, and make it big.  

Result: Your increased awareness & confidence boosts your personal contribution and 
performance in the organization. In this power-packed program you will learn 

 The difference between the world of campus and the corporate, in terms of the
challenges - environment, hierarchy, expectations, deliveries and relationships

 What & how to prepare self to take on the challenges of the transition and see self
through it without getting nervous

 What & how to prepare for an interview, Interview questions & ways to answer them,
Handling difficult questions, Controlling nervousness, Dressing & grooming,
Etiquette & attitudes, Communication & body language, Follow-up & follow through

 Develop an understanding about different styles of negotiation and how to position
information in different ways

 How to organise yourself for the first few days at work: What to expect, What to do,
What not to do, How to manage anxiety, Look & conduct oneself professionally,
Display positive attitude, Tips and tricks to make a good impression

For Levels 
Fresh graduates seeking jobs / Employees seeking to work with big corporates / Working 
professionals with 1-2 years of experience 

Duration 
1 day 

Reach us at 

+91 8527 940 919
connect@intotolearn.in
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